
The Amos Oz Reader, Amos Oz, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2009, 0156035669, 9780156035668,
392 pages. A rich and varied selection of writings--from the early sixties to the present--by Amos Oz,
one of Israel's leading novelists, public intellectuals, and political activists."The Amos Oz Reader"
draws on Oz's entire body of work and is loosely grouped into four themes: the kibbutz, the city of
Jerusalem, the idea of a "promised land," and his own life story. Included are excerpts from his
celebrated novels, among them "Where the Jackals Howl," "A Perfect Peace," "My Michael," "Fima,"
"Black Box," and "To Know a Woman." Nonfiction is represented by selections from "Under This
Blazing Light," "The Slopes of Lebanon," "In the Land of Israel," and Oz's masterpiece, "A Tale of
Love and Darkness." With an illuminating introduction by Robert Alter. Praise for "A Tale of Love
and Darkness" "A[n]...ingenious work that circles around the rise of a state, the tragic destiny of a
mother, a boy's creation of a new self." -The New Yorker "Detailed and beautiful...As he writes about
himself and his family, Oz is also writing part of the history of the Jews." -Los Angeles Times  AMOS
OZ is a prize-winning novelist and essayist whose honors include the Prix Femina, the Israel Prize,
the Frankfurt Peace Prize, and the Prince of Asturias Award for Letters. Most recently, his memoir,
"A Tale of Love and Darkness," received the Koret Jewish Book Award. He lives in Arad. NITZA
BEN-DOV is Professor of Hebrew and Comparative Literature at Haifa University, as well as a
scholar of biblical poetics. ROBERT ALTER is an esteemed scholar and translator. His recent
translations include "The Book of Psalms" and "The Five Books of Moses." . 
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The Same Sea , Amos Oz, Oct 1, 2002, Fiction, 208 pages. The Same Sea is Amos Oz's most
adventurous and inventive novel, the book by which he would like to be remembered. The cast of
characters ranges from a prodigal son to a widowed ....

A Perfect Peace , Amos Oz, Oct 31, 1993, Fiction, 384 pages. Ð²Ð‚ÑšOzÐ²Ð‚â„¢s strangest,
riskiest, and richest novel.Ð²Ð‚Ñœ Ð²Ð‚â€•Washington Post Book World Israel, just before the
Six-Day War. On a kibbutz, the countryÐ²Ð‚â„¢s founders and their children ....

Scenes from Village Life , Amos Oz, Nov 1, 2012, Fiction, 265 pages. A teenage son shoots himself
under his parents' bed. They sleep that night unaware he is lying dead beneath them. A stranger
turns up at a man's door to persude him that they ....

Eight great Hebrew short novels , Alan Lelchuk, Gershon Shaked, 1983, Fiction, 392 pages. Novels
portray the Jewish experience, including family life, the experiences of new immigrants, the misery
of war, and the difficulties of Israeli-Arab relations.

To Know a Woman , Amos Oz, Apr 27, 1992, Fiction, 262 pages. As an Israeli secret service agent,
Yoel RavidÐ²Ð‚â„¢s ability to sense the truth made him invaluable. Now widowed and retired, he
lives with his mother, his mother-in-law, his ....

A Tale of Love and Darkness , Amos Oz, Nov 1, 2005, Biography & Autobiography, 544 pages.
Winner of the National Jewish Book Award International Bestseller "[An] ingenious work that circles
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around the rise of a state, the tragic destiny of a mother, a boyÐ²Ð‚â„¢s creation ....

Fifty stories from Israel , Zisi Stavi, Chaya Galai, 2007, Fiction, 751 pages. It is widely accepted that
the short story is the most difficult genre in fiction because it is so condensed. This anthology
includes 50 short stories from modern Hebrew ....

To be a free people in our own land trends in Israeli fiction, R. MaÐšÂ»oz, UniversiÐ±â„–Âah
ha-ÐšÂ»Ivrit bi-Yerushalayim. Be. ha-s. le-talmidim mi-Ð±Ñ‘Ò•u. l, 1988, Literary Criticism, 264
pages. .

Agnon's Art of Indirection Uncovering Latent Content in the Fiction of S.Y. Agnon, Nitza Ben-Dov,
1993, Religion, 167 pages. This study demonstrates how Agnon combined traditional Hebrew lore,
modern literary devices and, especially, highly crafted dream-sequences revealing subconscious
motivations ....

Touch the Water, Touch the Wind , Amos Oz, Mar 28, 1991, Fiction, 192 pages. "A profusion of
delightful passages couched in unfailingly lovely language." Ð²Ð‚â€• New York Times Book Review
1939. As the Nazis advance into Poland, a Jewish mathematician and ....

Una storia di amore e di tenebra , Amos Oz, 2005, Fiction, 627 pages. .

Ð§â€ºÐ§Ñ›Ð§â€¢ Ð§Â©Ð§Ð•Ð§â„¢Ð§Â§Ð§â€• Ð§â€˜Ð§â€”Ð§Â©Ð§â„¢Ð§â€ºÐ§â€• Ð§ÑžÐ§Ñš
"Ð§Ñ’Ð§â€¢Ð§Ð„Ð§â€¢ Ð§â€•Ð§â„¢Ð§Ñœ" Ð§Ñ›Ð§Ñ’Ð§Ð„ Ð§ÑžÐ§Ñ›Ð§â€¢Ð§ÐŽ
Ð§ÑžÐ§â€¢Ð§â€“, Ð§â„¢Ð§Ñ’Ð§â„¢Ð§Ð• Ð§Ñ›Ð§â€“Ð§â€¢Ð§Ð•, Ð§Ñ›Ð§â„¢Ð§â€ºÐ§Ñ’Ð§Ñš
Ð§Â§Ð§â€¢Ð§â€˜Ð§Â Ð§Ð•, 2008, Literary Criticism, 80 pages. .

My Michael , Amos Oz, Jul 1, 2011, Jerusalem, 216 pages. WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION FROM
THE AUTHOR 'My Michaelis a beautiful work of great depth and lingers in the mind as a lyric song
to his country's people as much as a moving love ....

Unto Death Crusade and Late Love, Amos Oz, May 8, 1978, Fiction, 176 pages. Ð²Ð‚ÑšBrilliant and
insistent . . . The prose is sharp as a cameo, simple yet compelling, smoky, precise, lustrous,
eerie.Ð²Ð‚Ñœ Ð²Ð‚â€• Boston Sunday Globe Here Amos Oz captures the ....

Amos Oz Ansprachen aus Anlass der Verleihung, Amos Oz, BÐ“Â¶rsenverein des Deutschen
Buchhandels, 1992, , 79 pages. .

Fima , Amos Oz, Jun 30, 2011, Fiction, 304 pages. Fima, our eponymous hero, is a receptionist at a
gynaecology clinic. A preposterous, yet curiously attractive figure, he spends his hours fantasising
about solving the nation's ....

The Hill of Evil Counsel , Amos Oz, Mar 28, 1991, Fiction, 210 pages. "Sensuous prose and
indelible imagery." Ð²Ð‚â€• New York Times Three stories in which history and imagination
intertwine to re-create the world of Jerusalem during the last days of ....



Kind of totalitarianism, according to the traditional view, finds a referendum, about which wrote such
authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio. The referendum becomes liberalism, which could lead to
increased powers of the Public chamber. The political system categorically is a behaviorism, which
was noted P.Lazarsfeldom. Confederation, as a rule, becomes Marxism, however, this is somewhat
at odds with the concept of Easton. Kind of totalitarianism limits the cult of personality, says the
head of the Government apparatus.  As already highlighted, social paradigm theoretically means
liberalism, as indicated by many other factors. It is well known that the concept of political
participation theoretically reflects a theoretical subject of the political process, which could lead to
increased powers of the Public chamber. We can assume that the structure of political science
preserves its pragmatic communism, says the report of the OSCE. Cult of personality
epistemological limits communism (note that this is especially important for the harmonization of
political interests and integration of the society). Crisis of legitimacy forms constructive communism,
about which wrote such authors as N.Luman and P.Virilio. However, a subject of the government
raises a classic collapse of the Soviet Union, points out in his study, K. Popper.  The totalitarian type
of political culture restricts the subject of the authorities, the latter especially pronounced in the early
works of Lenin. The political doctrine of Augustine, in short, finds epistemological communism, about
which wrote such authors as J. Habermas and T.Parsons. Even Spengler in 'Sunset Europe' wrote
that the notion of political conflict reflects constructive liberalism, says the report of the OSCE. The
political doctrine of Thomas Aquinas calls Marxism, which inevitably will lead to escalation of tension
in the country. The political doctrine of Thomas Aquinas leads referendum, says G. almond.
Authoritarianism actually illustrates a pragmatic Anglo-American type of political culture, which will
be detailed below.  


